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Signal acquisition in most MRS experiments requires a correc-
tion for partial saturation that is commonly based on a single
exponential model for T1 that ignores effects of chemical ex-
hange. We evaluated the errors in 31P MRS measurements intro-

duced by this approximation in two-, three-, and four-site chem-
ical exchange models under a range of flip-angles and pulse
sequence repetition times (TR) that provide near-optimum signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). In two-site exchange, such as the creatine-
kinase reaction involving phosphocreatine (PCr) and g-ATP in

uman skeletal and cardiac muscle, errors in saturation factors
ere determined for the progressive saturation method and the
ual-angle method of measuring T1. The analysis shows that these
rrors are negligible for the progressive saturation method if the
bserved T1 is derived from a three-parameter fit of the data.

hen T1 is measured with the dual-angle method, errors in satu-
ration factors are less than 5% for all conceivable values of the
chemical exchange rate and flip-angles that deliver useful SNR per
unit time over the range T1/5 < TR < 2T1. Errors are also less than
5% for three- and four-site exchange when TR > T*1/2, the so-called
“intrinsic” T1’s of the metabolites. The effect of changing metab-
olite concentrations and chemical exchange rates on observed T1’s
nd saturation corrections was also examined with a three-site
hemical exchange model involving ATP, PCr, and inorganic
hosphate in skeletal muscle undergoing up to 95% PCr depletion.
lthough the observed T1’s were dependent on metabolite concen-

trations, errors in saturation corrections for TR 5 2 s could be kept
ithin 5% for all exchanging metabolites using a simple interpo-

ation of two dual-angle T1 measurements performed at the start
nd end of the experiment. Thus, the single-exponential model
ppears to be reasonably accurate for correcting 31P MRS data for
artial saturation in the presence of chemical exchange. Even in
ystems where metabolite concentrations change, accurate satura-
ion corrections are possible without much loss in SNR. © 2001
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INTRODUCTION

To optimize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per unit tim
practicalin vivo magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS)
periments must usually be performed with repetition timesTR)
that do not allow complete relaxation between repeat acq
tions (1). The signals must then be corrected for partial s
ration if they are to be compared with signals acquired
differentTR values or if the spectra are to be used to inter
pathological changes or to determine absolute concentra

There are basically two methods of determining the pa
saturation correction. The first is to record a fully rela
signal for each experiment and measure a saturation f
Unfortunately, this negates the efficiency of the shortTR ex-
periment and is impractical for manyin vivo MRS studie

nless spatial localization is omitted for the longTR experimen
2). The second method is to calculate a saturation corre

using separately measured longitudinal relaxation timesT1,
and an appropriate model for relaxation. This method is v
if the T1 values do not vary between experiments (2) and if the
experimental parameters and model used for calculatin
saturation factors are valid. The standard model employe
correctingin vivo MRS measurements for saturation assu
monoexponentialT1 relaxation.

Recently, it has been suggested that ignoring the effec
chemical exchange by applying saturation corrections bas
a single-exponential relaxation model to resonances tha
undergoing chemical exchange would lead to large quant
tion errors (3–5). The nub of the argument is that chem
exchange renders the observedT1 relaxation behavior multiex-
ponential when the relaxation rates of the exchanging sp
differ. A corollary to this argument is that such multiexpon
tial behavior will depend on factors that affect the chem
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426 COMMUNICATIONS
exchange components including the equilibrium magne
tions and the reaction rate constants, as well as the usualTR and
flip-angle parameters.

A specific in vivo example is the chemical exchange
high-energy (g-) phosphate between adenosine triphosp
(ATP) and phosphocreatine (PCr), via the creatine-kinase
reaction in muscle, as observed by phosphorus (31P) MRS. A
valid approach for eliminating potential errors in satura
corrections due to the effects of chemical exchange in the
system is to accurately measure all of the exchange and
ation rates for the system and to use them to calculat
saturation corrections based on mathematically correct
tions of the Bloch equations modified for systems with ch
ical exchange (3–6). Alternatively, one could again avoid t
saturation correction altogether by performing fully rela
experiments. However, both of these options are argu
impractical for in vivo localized 31P MRS where the tim
required to acquire metabolite data from small volume
ments (voxels) with sufficient SNR to measure both relaxa
and exchange rates becomes prohibitive. In any case
solution has thus far not been implemented for human st
and, moreover, all reported human31P CK metaboliteT1’s and
saturation-corrected metabolite ratios and concentratio
date are based on a single-exponential characterization7).

Clearly, these concerns raised about the accuracy of m
exponential-based saturation corrections in the presen
chemical exchange (3–5) could undermine metabolite quan
cation in virtually all human and animal31P MRS studie

performed under partially saturated conditions. However, o
calculations using a three-site exchange model for the
reaction in skeletal muscle suggest that the observed ma
zation of each metabolite, the quantity that is relevant to
measurement of metabolite ratios and concentrations,
actually vary little with exchange rates in the range 0# k #
20 [s21] as a function ofTR for 1 # TR # 8 [s] in a simple 90
pulse-and-acquire experiment (6).

It is certainly more practical to approximate the relaxa
behavior of exchanging species with a single-exponential m
and to ignore the effects of chemical exchange. The observeT1’s
thus measured may well differ from theT1’s of the same moietie
if they could be measured in the absence of chemical exch
However, the single exponential approximation wouldnot be a
problem for providing saturation corrections for the purpos
CK metabolite quantification if these observedT1’s correctly
predicted the fully relaxed magnetization.

Therefore, we analyzed the errors that would be introd
by ignoring the effects of chemical exchange in31P MRS
tudies of CK metabolism, as they are commonly perform
keletal muscle and heart under practical conditions that
ize the SNR per unit time. Specifically, the magnitude
rrors introduced in a conventional pulse-and-acquire ex
ent when best-fit monoexponential relaxation and relax

orrections are assumed was determined by comparin
a-
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saturation-corrected magnetizations to those calculated
the two-site exchange model (3, 4) over a broad range ofTR,
T1, andk values. The errors in the dual-angle method use

easuring an assumed monoexponentialT1 of many huma
31P CK metabolites (7, 8) were also evaluated for the two-s
model and for a three-site exchange model for human m
using the matrix format of the exchange-modified Bloch e
tions (5, 6). Additional calculations were performed on a cy
our-site exchange system to test whether errors in satu
orrections caused by neglecting chemical exchange w
ith increasing numbers of exchange sites.
Finally, changes in the equilibrium magnetization, or con

ration, of any exchanging species can affect the apparentT1 of the
other exchanging species to some degree (5, 6). Therefore, as
elevant example, the effect of a net transfer of phosphate
Cr to Pi due to PCr depletion in exercising muscle was simu
sing a three-site exchange model with PCr depletions of
5% of the initial concentration. In order to account for chan

n the observedT1’s as a function of the PCr concentration that
theory (3–6) predicts, a simple, practical interpolation met
was tested: saturation corrections were based onT1’s interpolated
from observedT1’s measured at the start and at the end of the
depletion experiment.

In general, these analyses show that the deviations
single-exponential behavior due to chemical exchange en
tered in most steady-state one-pulsein vivo 31P NMR experi-
ments of CK metabolism appear to be very small except at
shortTR’s and relatively large flip-angles.

THEORY

The Single Exponential Model

In single-pulse MRS experiments, optimum SNR per
time is achieved with flip-anglesw # 90° andTR # T1, the
observedT1. The usual saturation factor for monoexponen
longitudinal relaxation based on the Bloch equations in
absence of chemical exchange is

SF~w, TR, T1! 5
S~w, TR, T1!

M0

5
sin~w! z ~1 2 exp~2TR/T1!!

~1 2 exp~2TR/T1! z cos~w!!
, [1]

whereS(w, TR, T1) is the partially saturated signal andM 0 is
he equilibrium magnetization (2).

he Two-Site Exchange Model

Spencer and colleagues (3, 4) derived equations for th
aturation factors, SFXA and SFXB, for two exchanging spe-

cies, A and B, in steady-state equilibrium from the Blo
McConnell equations (9):
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SFXA~TR, w! 5 sin wS1 1 q1

~1 2 cosw!exp~D1TR!

~1 2 cosw exp~D1TR!!

1 q2

~1 2 cosw!exp~D2TR!

~1 2 cosw exp~D2TR!!D [2]

SFXB~TR, w! 5 sin wS1 1 r 1

~1 2 cosw!exp~D1TR!

~1 2 cosw exp~D1TR!!

1 r 2

~1 2 cosw!exp~D2TR!

~1 2 cosw exp~D2TR!!D , [3]

with

D 1~T*1
A, T*1

B, kAB!

5 0.5@2~1/T*1
A 1 1/T*1

B 1 kAB 1 kBA! 1 disc# [4]

D 2 5 D 1 2 disc, [5]

disc5 Î@~1/T*1
A 2 1/T*1

B 1 kAB 2 kBA! 2 1 4 z kAB z kBA#,

[6]

q1 5 0.5@~1/T*1
A 2 1/T*1

B 2 kAB 2 kBA!/disc2 1#, [7]

q2 5 21 2 q1, [8]

r 1 5 0.5@~1/T*1
B 2 1/T*1

A 2 kAB 2 kBA!/disc2 1#, [9]

nd

r 2 5 21 2 r 1. [10]

The constantsq1, q2, r 1, and r 2 and the exponential coef-
cientsD1 andD2 are all functions of the so-called “intrinsi
T1’s of the exchanging species,T*1

A and T*1
B, that would be

observed if there were no exchange, and the forward
reverse chemical exchange rate constants,kAB and kBA. Note
that kAB and kBA are not independent variables sincekBA 5
kABM 0A/M 0B.

It is the differences between Eqs. [2]–[3] and [1],
articularly the appearance of the third term in Eqs. [2] and

hat has the potential to cause errors in quantification whe
1] is assumed in cases where chemical exchange is p
3, 4). However, because the exponential coefficientsD1 and

D2 are both negative andD1 . D2, the third term approach
zero faster than the other terms asTR increases. If this term
approaches zero and coefficientsq i or r i are close to unity, Eq
[2] and [3] reduce to Eq. [1]. Consequently, there exist c
binations of relaxation and chemical exchange rates suc
Eqs. [2] and [3] can effectively be approximated by the sin
exponential model. We shall examine the conditions u
which this occurs as a function of the forward rate cons
over the range ofTR values and flip-angles that provide op-
mum SNR per unit time.
nd
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-
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-
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The n-Site Exchange Model

The solutions of the Bloch–McConnell equations (9) in the
presence of chemical exchange between more than two
are more complex and are best treated in the matrix form5, 6)

dM
dt

5 AM 1 C, [11]

whereM 5 (MS1, MS2, . . . , MSn) is a magnetization vect
composed of then magnetizations from each of thei exchang
ing species,Si , A is a matrix with elements

Aij 5 H 1

T*1
Si

1 O
jÞi

kSiSjJ , for i 5 j ; and

Aij 5 kSjSi
for i Þ j [12]

C 5 SM0S1

T*1
S1

,
M0S2

T*1
S2

, · · ·
M0Sn

T*1
SnD , [13]

andT*1
Si is the “intrinsic”T1 of Si , and thekSj Si is the exchang

rate fromSj to Si . The solution of Eq. [11] for the steady-st
magnetization atTR is then calculated from

Mss~TR, w! 5 ~I 2 cosw z eATR! 21~eATR 2 I ! z A 21 z C,

[14]

as in Eq. [26] of the paper by Spencer and Fishbein (5), where
is the identity matrix, which reduces to Eq. [4] of the pa
y Binzoni and Cerretelli (6) at 90° flip angles.

METHODS

Our analysis focuses on two tissue types studied frequ
in vivo by 31P MRS where the chemical exchange of PCr
g-ATP via CK metabolism may affect saturation correcti
and consequently quantification. For the first tissue, ske
muscle, parameters were taken from Horska´ and Spencer a
listed in Table 1 (4). For the second tissue, heart muscle,
chose a PCr:ATP concentration ratio of 1.5:1. The intri
T1’s for PCr andg-ATP in human heart are not well det-

ined. We shall assume that the molecular-level environ
or PCr andg-ATP is comparable to that observed in skel
muscle so that the intrinsicT1’s differ by a factor of three
T*1

A 5 6 s andT*1
B 5 2 s. The shorter observedT1’s of human

myocardial PCr andg-ATP reported in the literature (7) differ
from these values, perhaps due to the effects of che
exchange.

In choosing the range of conditions that provide optim
SNR per unit time for the present analysis, we note that w
the optimum flip-angle, the Ernst angle, occurs when cos(w) 5
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428 COMMUNICATIONS
exp(2TR/T1) (1), in practice mostin vivo experiments ar
designed to measure several metabolites. Thus, either the
must be optimized for the most important metabolite,
compromise must be chosen to yield near-optimum SNR f
metabolites of interest. Large flip-angles have broader ra
of TR values that yield$95% of the best SNR than sm
ip-angles and therefore offer the best opportunity for optim
ng SNR per unit time for multiple metabolites exhibit
ifferent T1’s. For w 5 90°, the optimum SNR per unit tim

occurs atTR 5 1.256T1, but the SNR is reduced by only 5
ver the broad range0.77 T1 # TR # 2.09 T1. To optimize

the SNR for two exchanging metabolites, the optimum re
tion time,TRO, was calculated from the geometric mean of
(observed, not intrinsic)T1 values,TRO 5 1.256=(T1

A z T1
B)

(7).
Numerical analysis was performed with Matlab (Ma

works, Natick, MA) running on a Sparc 10 workstation (S
Microsystems, Palo Alto, CA) and with Excel (Microso
Seattle, WA) running on an Apple G4 (Apple, Cupertino, C

Analysis of the Two-Site Exchange Model

To analyze the importance of the third term in Eqs. [2]
[3] for the two-site exchange model, its magnitude was d
mined as a function ofkAB, TR, andw, with TR varied from 0
to 30 s withw 5 90° and atTR 5 1 s for flip-anglew 5 0–90°.
The forward rate constant,kAB, was varied between 0 and 1
[s21]. Because the part of Eqs. [2] and [3] between the o
brackets is normalized, the magnitude of the third term
second exponential term) is a good indicator for the maxim
relative error that can be introduced in the saturation facto
ignoring this term.

The progressive saturation measurement was simulated
a 90° flip-angle and aTR that varied from 0 to 30 s forT1’s and
forward rate constants as listed in Table 1. Six measure
points were chosen, atTR 5 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2TR0, and 4TR0, with
TR0 calculated assuming the literatureT1’s listed in Table 1
and a sixth point atTR 5 5T1

A. Saturation factors were calc-
lated from Eqs. [2] and [3] for theseTR values, then a
observedT1, T1

obs, was determined from a three-param
onlinear least-squares fit to the normalized signal (10):

TABLE 1
Parameters Used for Calculations of Saturation Factors and
Simulations of T1 Measurements with the Two-Site Model

Simulation parameters Skeletal muscle Heart mu

[PCr]:[ATP]:[Pi] 4.6:1 1.5:1
T*1

A, PCr 6.7 6
T*1

B, g-ATP 2.3 2

A3B 0.27 0.25
T1 PCr literature (7) 6.52 4.37

1 g-ATP literature (7) 4.32 2.52
NR
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SF5 P z @1 2 Q z exp~2TR/T1
obs!#, [15]

with P andQ constants. Using this fittedT1
obs andQ, predicted

saturation factors were calculated and these were compa
saturation factors determined directly from Eqs. [2] and [

With the dual-angle method of measuringT1, T1
obs is deter-

mined from the ratioR of partially saturated signals acquired
flip-angles ofa 5 15° andb 5 60° assuming monoexponen
relaxation (8). These flip-angles were chosen to provide
best SNR and sensitivity toT1. To evaluate the effects
chemical exchange on observedT1’s measured by this metho
the observedT1 at a givenTR was calculated from the standa
monoexponential based formula (8),

T1 5 2TR/lnS sin a 2 R sin b

cosb sin a 2 R cosa sin bD , [16]

with R 5 M ss(a)/M ss(b) 5 SFX(a)/SFX(b), the ratio of the
partially saturated signals, which is equivalent to the rati
the saturation factors. From thisT1

obs, the saturation factors f
species A and B predicted by Eq. [1], SF(w, TR, T1

obs), were
calculated as a function of flip-angle,w, in the range 15°# w #
60° for the sameTR. The fractional error in the saturati
factors predicted by the monoexponential model and that
dicted with the effects of chemical exchange included w
then calculated for heart and skeletal muscle as

error~TR, w! 5 ~SF2 SFX!/SFX. [17]

Three- and Four-Site Exchange Models

The T1’s and equilibrium magnetizations used for the-
culations on three- and four-site exchange models base
Eqs. [11]–[14] are given in Table 2, which again uses the
of Horskáand Spencer (4) plus an estimate ofT*1

Pi based on

e

TABLE 2
Parameters Used for Calculations of Saturation Factors and

Simulations of T1 Measurements with Three- and Four-Site
xchange Models

Skeletal muscle, three-site linear exchange

Species PCr ATP P

T*1 [s] 6.7 2.3 5.5
Concentration [mM] 28 4.5 2

Four site cyclic exchange

Species A B C D

*1 [s] 5 3 1 0.5
M 0 [arb. units] 1 1 1 1
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literature mean of 5.3 s (7). The k values used to simulate
three-site exchange in skeletal muscle are, in matrix form

K muscle5 S 0 kATP,PCr 0
kPCr,ATP 0 kPi,ATP

0 kATP,Pi 0
D

5 S 0 1.68 0
0.27 0 1.125

0 0.5 0
D . [18]

Four-site exchange was explored with a normalized expa
of the cyclic three-site model presented by Spencer and
bein (5):

K cyc 5 1
0 kBA 0 kDA

kAB 0 kCB 0
0 kBC 0 kDC

kAD 0 kCD 0
2 5 1

0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0

2 . [19]

With these data the observed steady-state magnetiz
M ss(TR, w), was calculated for each species at flip-angles o
60, and 35° over the range 0.5# TR # 5 s. The values ofM ss

at 15 and 60° flip angles were used to calculate theT1’s and
saturation factors, SF(TR, 35°), using Eqs. [16] and [1], respe-
tively. The relative error in the observed equilibrium mag
tization as a function of the observation flip-angle andTR due
o the neglect of exchange effects is

error~TR, w! 5 Mss~TR, w!

SF~TR, w!
2 M0/M0, [20]

where M 0 is the true equilibrium magnetization given
Table 2.

Skeletal Muscle with PCr Depletion

The effect of varying metabolite concentrations on sa
tion corrections and monoexponential dual-angleT1 measure-
ments was evaluated in the three-site linear exchange mod
skeletal muscle atTR’s of 1 and 2 s byiterating Eq. [14] with
varying PCr and Pi concentrations. The initial PCr and
concentrations were 28 and 2 [mM], respectively. They w
varied in steps of 1% to 1.4 [mM] for PCr and 28.6 [mM]
Pi, in order to simulate a net transfer of PCr to Pi, as w
occur, for example, with PCr depletion in a muscle exer
study. The initial matrixA for Eq. [12] was calculated wit

muscleas given in Eq. [18] andT*1 values from Table 2. At eac
change in concentrations the reverse flux terms (kATP,PCr and

Pi,ATP) in matrix A were recalculated to maintain the chem
quilibrium conditions:
on
h-

on,
5,

-

-

for

i
e

d
e

l

kATP,PCr z @ATP# 5 kPCr,ATP z @PCr# [21]

kPi,ATP z @Pi# 5 kATP,Pi z @ATP#. [22]

R values of 1 and 2 s were chosen with flip-angles of 35 a
8°, respectively. These flip-angles are approximately equ

he Ernst angles calculated from the geometric mean o
bservedT1’s of PCr, ATP, and Pi that would result from

dual-angle measurement of the simulated three-site exc
data with theseTR values and the intrinsicT1 values listed in
Table 2. These flip-angles are also within62° of the Erns
angle calculated from the geometric mean of the observin
ivo T1’s of PCr, ATP, and Pi reported in the literature (7). For
he simulation, observedT1’s were calculated for each P
depletion step with Eq. [16] fromM ss(TR, w 5 15°) and

ss(TR, w 5 60°). However, in a practical experiment it is
ormally possible to continuously measureT1. Therefore, fo

the purpose of calculating saturation factors,T1 values wer
inearly interpolated for each PCr level, based on values a
tart and at the end of the PCr depletion experiment. Satu
actors were then derived from these interpolatedT1’s using
q. [1]. Errors in the equilibrium magnetization were ca

ated from Eq. [20] using these (interpolated) saturation fa
nd values ofM ss(TR 5 1, w 5 35°) andM ss(TR 5 2, w 5 48°)

derived from Eq. [14].
The calculatedM ss(TR, w) were also used to examine

cost in SNR of replacing acquisitions with near optimal fl
angles with dual-angleT1 measurements. If the SNR cost w
low, spectra obtained with the dual-angle method coul
used as time points in a dynamic NMR experiment if
changes in metabolite concentrations are negligible ove
time course of theT1 experiment. The cost of the addedT1

measurements is the extra scan time needed to obtain ad
SNR with nonoptimal 15 and 60° flip-angles.

RESULTS

Analysis of the Two-Site Exchange Model

The calculations for skeletal muscle show that for exch
ing species A, PCr, the third term in Eq. [2] never exceeds
(1%) over the entire range ofTR’s that yield 95% of th
maximum SNR efficiency, as shown in Fig. 1A. For specie
g-ATP, the third term of Eq. [3] exceeds 0.01 (1%) only in
regime of lowTR and lowkAB (Fig. 1B). In heart muscle, th
magnitude of the third term is shown as a function ofw atTR 5
1 s in Figs. 1C and 1D. Forw # 15° the contribution from th
third term is below 0.01 (1%) for all exchange rates for spe
A and for exchange rateskAB $ 0.18 [s21] for species B. A
w 5 60°, the contribution of the third term is higher, exceed

.01 (1%) forkAB # 0.45 [s21] for species A (Fig. 1C) an
k # 0.6 [s21] for species B (Fig. 1D).
AB
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How these contributions translate into errors in the pred
saturation factors was evaluated with simulatedT1 measure-

ents, as depicted in Fig. 2 for skeletal muscle. The var
R, progressive saturation experiment was simulated by fi

saturation factors calculated with Eqs. [2] and [3] to a sin
exponential model with a three-parameter fit (Eq. [15]) ass
ing a value ofkAB 5 0.27 [s21]. This value was derived fro

0 normal human legs measuredin vivoat rest by two differen
methods (11). The saturation factors calculated with the fit
parameters are indistinguishable from the original data p
that were calculated from the two-site exchange model r
sented by Eqs. [2] and [3] (Fig. 2). Similar results w
obtained for the heart, assuming a value ofkAB 5 0.25 [s21]. In
both tissues, the only noticeable deviation between the sa

FIG. 1. (A) Contour plots (at 0.1, 0.01, 0.001) of the relative amplitu
of two-site chemical exchange plotted for skeletal muscle as a functionTR

terms of Eqs. [2] and [3] for heart muscle are plotted for species A and B
used for the calculations are given in Table 1. The boundaries for 95

able 1.
d

le
g
-
-

ts
e-

ra-

tion factors calculated with Eqs. [2], [3], and the predic
saturation factors obtained from the single-exponential fi
model occurs at very shortTR values. Here, the original da
points pass through the origin while the three-paramete
results in a small offset, which normally helps compensat
flip-angle errors in conventionalT1 studies (10). The magni-
ude of the errors in the saturation factors from the sin
xponential fit is otherwise negligible.
The results of the calculations for the dual-angleT1 method

using Eqs. [2], [3], and [1] and [16] are shown for heart mus
at TR 5 1 s in Fig. 3.The saturation factors predicted with
ingle-exponential model, Eq. [1], using an observedT1 cal-

culated with Eq. [16], are hardly distinguishable from
saturation factors calculated with Eqs. [2] and [3].

of the third terms of Eqs. [2] and [3] describing partial saturation in the
h w 5 90° for species A (A) and B (B). The relative amplitudes of the t
(C) and (D), respectively, as a function of flip-angle withTR 5 1 s. The paramete
efficiency in SNR per unit time were calculated from the literatureT1’s given in
de
ofwit
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The maximum error in the saturation factors predicted b
dual-angle method for any excitation flip-angle in the ra
15° # w # 60° is shown in Fig. 4 for both tissues. For skel

uscle, the errors in species A atTR 5 1 s are less than 3% f
ll kAB (Fig. 4A). The errors are higher for species B, but th

again decrease to about 3% or less ifTR is increased to 2 s (Fig
4B). For cardiac muscle, the errors atTR 5 1 s are less tha

.5% for all values ofkAB, as shown in Fig. 4C. AtTR 5 2 s,
the errors drop to 1.5% or less for all values ofkAB (Fig. 4D).
All errors decrease further as the exchange rate increases
about 0.2 [s21].

Analysis of the Three- and Four-Site Exchange Models

The relative errors in the equilibrium magnetization ca
lated assuming single-exponentialT1 measurements obtain
by the dual-angle method decrease with increasingTR, as
shown in Fig. 5. In the rangeT $ 1 s, the errors are 4% or le

FIG. 2. Simulation of a progressive saturationT1 measurement for ske-
tal muscle with two-site exchange parameters as in Table 1, excep

AB 5 0.27 [s21]. The saturation factors calculated with Eq. [2] for specie
(A), and Eq. [3] for species B (B), are shown as solid lines. The trian
indicate points selected for a three-parameter fit to the single-exponent
[15]. Predicted saturation factors using the fitted parametersT1

obs and Q are
shown as open circles. The magnitude of the errors in the saturation fac
calculated with Eq. [17] is shown as a dashed line with values in percen
on the right-hand axis.
R

e
e
l

e

ove

-

for both the three- and the four-site exchange models. F
Table 2, this corresponds to an intrinsicT*1/ 2 , TR for all
metabolites.

ith

s
q.

as
es

FIG. 3. Simulation of a dual-angleT1 measurement for species A (slow
relaxing species, bottom line) and B (the faster relaxing species, top
assuming the two-site exchange parameters for heart muscle listed in T
and aTR of 1 s. The saturation factors (SFX) calculated with Eqs. [2] an
are shown as a solid line. The triangles and squares indicate the values
calculated for 15 and 60° flip-angles that are used to compute observeT1’s
rom Eq. [16] (triangles for species A, squares for species B). These obs

1’s were used in the single-exponential model, Eq. [1], to calculate pred
aturation factors, represented by open circles.

FIG. 4. The maximum error in saturation factor that can occur for
excitation flip-angle in the range 15°# w # 60°, as a function of the forwa
rate constantkAB for skeletal (A, B) and heart (C, D) muscle, for the two-

xchange model. Solid and dashed curves correspond to species A
espectively. Errors are calculated atTR 5 1 s (A, C) and 2 s (B, D) wit
arameters as listed in Table 1.
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Skeletal Muscle with PCr Depletion

In Figs. 6A and 6B, the input and estimated equilibr
magnetizations are shown for the three exchanging sp
PCr, ATP, and Pi, in skeletal muscle forTR 5 1–2 s. The linea
interpolations of the observedT1’s are reasonable approxim-
tions to the continuous observedT1’s as a function of metab-
olite concentrations, as shown in Figs. 6C and 6D. The la
deviations between continuous and interpolatedT1 occur for P
where the relative changes in concentrations are extre
large. Regardless, the estimated equilibrium magnetizatio
calculated with the saturation correction factors of Eq. [1]
surprisingly close to the equilibrium magnetizations use
input for the linear three-site exchange model, as shown b
plotted points in Figs. 6A and 6B. In fact, the errors in

FIG. 5. The relative errors in saturation factors calculated for 35° ex
tion flip-angle as a function ofTR with n-site exchange rate constants given
Eqs. [18] and [19] and other parameters as listed in Table 2. The open sy
are the relative errors for each species in calculatedM 0 when a dual angleT1

measurement with flip-angles of 15 and 60° is used to correct the saturat
a measurement at 35° flip-angle. The solid lines are an interpolation
points. (A) Skeletal muscle three-site linear exchange model. The erro
PCr are shown as open diamonds, for ATP as open squares, and for Pi
triangles. (B) Four-site cyclic exchange model (species A, open diam
species B, open squares; species C, open triangles; species D, open c
es,

st

ly
as
e
s

he

calculated equilibrium magnetizations are about 8% or
being highest for ATP and half that or less for the o
metabolites, as depicted in Figs. 6E and 6F, over the e
range of PCr depletion. Note that the errors for PCr and
are half again at the longerTR of 2 s.

A disadvantage of using the longerTR is that the SNR
penalty for inserting the extra dual-angleT1 measurements
slightly higher. A dual-angleT1 measurement that yields t
same SNR as two 48° acquisitions atTR 5 2 s takes about 2
times longer, whereas a dual-angleT1 measurement that yiel
the same SNR as two 35° acquisitions atTR 5 1 s takes onl

factor of 1.7 longer.

DISCUSSION

The analysis presented here shows that the errors intro
by approximating the multiple exponential relaxation mo
that results from inclusion of chemical exchange with a sin
exponential function are limited by the experimental and
trinsic values ofTR, T1, kAB, and w. The need to maximiz
SNR per unit time in both acquisition of theT1 information
from which the saturation factors are derived and acquisitio
in vivo spectral information places practical limitations
experimental parameters. It was found that, within these
straints as applied to practical human31P MRS protocols fo
studying CK metabolism in skeletal and heart muscle,
effects of two-site chemical exchange on corrections for pa
saturation, usingT1 measurements based on a monoexpo-
tial model, are essentially negligible.

The largest exchange effects for the two-site model occu
the species B nuclei,g-ATP in the cases studied, where th
are conceivable combinations ofTR, T1, and kAB that could
introduce errors as large as 8%, compared with 3% for sp
A, PCr (Fig. 4). However, this can be avoided for the purp
of quantifying [ATP] or PCr/ATP ratios, by using theb-ATP
resonance instead ofg-ATP (12), as has long been practiced
ome groups (13). Larger errors might be generated if
bservedT1’s are used to generate saturation factors for-

reme flip-angles orTR values that deviate far from those
which theT1 was measured (4, 5). In addition, large errors ca
result at shortTR values ifT1 data are fitted to monoexpone-
tial relaxation models using imprudent fitting procedures
cluding, for example, two-point fits or the forcing of fits to p
through the origin as one effectively does when predic
saturation factors from only two observations (4, 5).

One proposed strategy to minimize the errors in satur
corrections due to neglecting the effects of chemical exch
is to both perform the actual measurements and determineT1 at
very shortTR’s and large flip-angles (5). Although this ap-
proach yields observedT1’s that are much closer to the s
called intrinsicT1’s, Fig. 5 shows that the accuracy with wh
theseT1’s can predict the equilibrium magnetization is actu
worse than the accuracy obtainable at longerT ’s. Spencer an
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Fishbein set 5 or 10% limits on the allowable differe
between observedT1’s and the intrinsicT1’s (Tables 3 and 4 o
Ref. 5) and show that this is achievable only with SNR e
iencies that are often an order of magnitude lower than

FIG. 6. The effect of PCr depletion on calculated equilibrium magne
state acquisitions atTR 5 1 s and 35° flip-angle (A) andTR 5 2 s and 48° flip
for ATP. The true equilibrium magnetizations that were used as input fo
he fractional depletion of PCr are shown forTR 5 2 s in (C) andTR 5 2 s in
shown as open circles for Pi, open diamonds for PCr, and open square
for TR 5 1 s in (E) andTR 5 2 s in (F) as solid lines, labeled for each m
e

optimum SNR of the Ernst angle experiment (5). These criteri
are not essential for the purpose of quantifying a fully rela
magnetization and, moreover, may result in significantly
efficient experiments than even the fully relaxed one.

tions in a linear three-site chemical exchange model of skeletal muscle
gle (B), shown as open circles for Pi, open diamonds for PCr, and open
e model are shown as solid lines. The changes in the observedT1 as a function o
) as solid lines. The interpolatedT1 values used for saturation corrections
r ATP. The resulting relative errors as calculated with Eqs. [14] and [20wn
bolite.
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If less efficient experiments are being considered, the
relaxed experiment is arguably the preferred strategy beca
entirely avoids partial saturation and thus also errors in
ration correction due to chemical exchange effects. Altho
the SNR per unit time in an experiment with 90° flip-ang
and aTR 5 5 T1 is still 63% of that of the optimum experime
with 90° pulses andTR 5 1.256 T1, the total measureme
time would have to be increased 2.5-fold to realize the s
SNR. This may be unacceptable for many human orin vivo
studies. In contrast, our data indicate that experiments
formed with near-optimumTR’s and flip-angles can be co-
ected for partial saturation with a single-exponential mod
he presence of exchange without introducing significant er

Measurements ofT1 are typically derived or should deri
rom a three-parameter fit to Eq. [15] or the like (10). Our
wo-site analysis shows that inaccuracies introduced by ig
ng multiple-exponential relaxation behavior are reason
ell compensated with the fitting parameters, especially i
R values are distributed around the value for which the s-

ration correction is intended. The progressive saturation e
iments that we analyzed were optimized for SNR efficienc
centering the points about the optimumTR. However, accu-
ately fitting progressive saturation data to an expone
elaxation curve requires the measurement of at least one
oint at or near fully relaxed conditions. Therefore, in prac

he progressive saturationT1 measurement may again be
lengthy to add to the experimental protocol for human stu
necessitating either a separate series ofT1 experiments or th
adoption of a more efficientT1 method such as the dual-an

ethod (8).
Our analysis shows that the measurement of observedT1’s

sing the dual-angle method (8) can predict saturation facto
in the presence of chemical exchange with 95% accuracy
an enormous range of exchange rates, with the advanta
SNR performance approaching that achieved at the Ernst
for the exchanging species. The analysis of the second
nential term in Eqs. [2] and [3] for two-site exchange indic
that the errors due to neglecting exchange are smallest
the least saturated conditions are employed, while neverth
retaining reasonable SNR (Fig. 1). Comparison of Figs. 4A
4B with Figs. 4C and 4D shows that the errors introduce
chemical exchange are indeed reduced with increasedTR.

Similar conclusions as for the two-site analysis can be d
for chemical exchange involving three and four sites.
observedT1’s in these more complex models may be q

ifferent from the intrinsicT1’s, as can be seen by compar
values in Fig. 6 with those in Table 2. Nevertheless,
predicted saturation factors and equilibrium magnetization
be accurate to within 95% or better as long as theTR and
flip-angles are chosen for near optimal SNR efficiency.
cifically, as Fig. 5 clearly shows for the three- and four-
exchange models, the errors due to ignoring the effec
chemical exchange and assuming monoexponential relax
ly
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are minimized by using lower flip-angles andTR values that ar
not too short compared toT1 and which are conducive to hi
SNR efficiency, in contrast to conclusions (i), (ii), and (iv)
the abstract of Ref. (5).

Although the analysis presented in this paper focused oT1

values encountered in skeletal and heart muscle in
strengths of around 1.5–2 T, the analysis can readily be s
to accommodate shorter or longerT1’s encountered at differe
field strengths. The SNR efficiency depends only onTR/T1 and
flip-angle, so it is prudent to scaleTR to compensate fo
field-dependentT1 changes. The curves presented herein
be valid for the samerelative values ofTR, T1, and k. The
trend showing lower errors at higher values ofTR/T1 is inde-
pendent of field strength and, within the constraints of S
efficiency, the lowest errors from using the single-expone
assumption to correcting saturation will result when lon
TR’s are chosen.

It is recognized that saturation-correction factors derive
methods that neglect chemical exchange are a function o
M 0’s of all of the exchanging species and the exchange
constants via Eqs. [2], [3], and [14]. This means that, str
speaking, continuously repeatedT1 measurements would
required in studies where significant changes in one or mo
these factors are anticipated. Our analysis suggests th
dual-angle method of measuringT1 (8) could be used t
achieve this with only a small loss of SNR efficiency. It a
suggests that the requirement for continuousT1 measuremen
could be replaced by just two measurements ofT1, one per-
formed at the start and one at the end of a study invo
monotonic changes inM 0.

Moreover, the simulation of muscle CK metabolite deple
presented in this paper demonstrates that, for acquis
under conditions that optimize SNR and reasonable valu
the in vivo parameters, enormous relative changes in me
lite concentrations have a minor or negligible effect on
saturation-corrected magnetization (Fig. 6). Despite the m
fold relative changes in Pi and PCr concentrations assoc
with the depletion of up to 95% of the PCr and the resu
large changes in reversek values via Eqs. [21] and [22], th
errors in saturation corrections are#8 or #4%, depending o

R. Furthermore, these findings are in agreement with
analysis of Binzoni and Cerretelli for a muscle31P MRS
experiment wherek values were randomly varied over a la
range with little effect on the observed metabolite magne
tions (6). When these authors used, in essence, satu
corrections based only on an initialT1 experiment, an error o
underestimation of up to 12% of the total phosphate result
the PCr depletion experiment proceeded. Our data show
this error could be much reduced if the saturation correc
are based on interpolation of relaxation measurements
formed at the start and at the end of the depletion experim

In summary, the single-exponential model appears to
vide a reasonable fit to the observed longitudinal relaxatio
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the presence of chemical exchange under experimental c
tions that optimize SNR, as they are routinely practice
skeletal and heart muscle. Indeed, other experimental e
for example, caused by inaccuracies in the observation
flip-angle, low SNR, and biological heterogeneity, are ofte
larger magnitude (10). Reasonable accuracy is even possib
dynamic experiments in which the equilibrium magnetizat
of the exchanging species vary, if measurements are inter
with dual-angleT1 measurements.
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